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Two distinct two-class pattern recognition problems are studied, namely, the detection of male subjects who are diagnosed with
vocal fold paralysis against male subjects who are diagnosed as normal and the detection of female subjects who are suﬀering from
vocal fold edema against female subjects who do not suﬀer from any voice pathology. To do so, utterances of the sustained vowel
“ah” are employed from the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary database of disordered speech. Linear prediction coeﬃcients
extracted from the aforementioned utterances are used as features. The receiver operating characteristic curve of the linear
classifier, that stems from the Bayes classifier when Gaussian class conditional probability density functions with equal covariance
matrices are assumed, is derived. The optimal operating point of the linear classifier is specified with and without reject option.
First results using utterances of the “rainbow passage” are also reported for completeness. The reject option is shown to yield
statistically significant improvements in the accuracy of detecting the voice pathologies under study.
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1. Introduction
Vocal pathologies arise due to accident, disease, misuse of
the voice, or surgery aﬀecting the vocal folds and have a
profound impact on patients’ life. The modeling of normal
and pathological voice source and the analysis of healthy and
pathological voices has gained increasing interest recently
[1]. Among the most interesting works are those concerned
with Parkinson’s Disease (PD) and multiple sclerosis, which
belong to a class of neurodegenerative diseases that aﬀect
patients speech, motor, and cognitive capabilities [2, 3].
People with neurological conditions causing disability often
have associated dysarthria, which is the most common
acquired speech disorder aﬀecting 170 per 100 000 popula-
tion [4]. Several studies explore the main voice characteristics
(i.e., the fundamental frequency and vocal tract resonance
frequencies) together with their deviation from the nominal
conditions for persons who exhibit voice disorders. Although
the majority of techniques analyze the speech signal, the
video modality oﬀers complementary information [5, 6].
For example, three-dimensional (3D) magnetic resonance
imaging could be used to build a 3D numerical model of
the vocal tract and videokymography could overcome the
transmission speed and volume limitations of 2D imaging
(i.e., stroboscopy) for severely dysphonic patients with an
aperiodic signal, allowing to register the movements of
the vocal folds with a high time resolution on a line
perpendicular to the glottis [1]. Furthermore, the irregular
vocal fold oscillations can be observed by means of a digital
high-speed camera using image processing techniques in
order to extract the vocal fold edges, estimate the minimum
glottal area defined by the vocal fold positions, and compute
the distance between the glottal midline and the vocal fold
edges extracted at medial position in real-time [7]. The time
series of such displacements can drive an inversion procedure
in order to adjust the parameters of a biomechanical model
of vocal folds for both pathological and healthy vocal
fold oscillations. All the aforementioned techniques aim at
evaluating the performance of special treatments, such as the
Lee Silverman Voice Treatment [3], assisting the e-inclusion
of people with physical disabilities and disordered speech by
oﬀering better access to telecommunication services [8] or
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more eﬃcient environmental control systems [9]. Thus, it is a
matter of great significance to develop systems able to classify
the incoming voice samples as normal or pathological ones
before other procedures are further applied.
Voice pathologies may be assessed by either percep-
tual judgments or an objective assessment. The perceptual
judgment resorts to qualifying and quantifying the vocal
pathology by listening to patients’ speech. Although this is
the most commonly used method by clinicians, it suﬀers
from several drawbacks. First of all, the perceptual judgment
has to be performed by an expert jury in order to increase
its reliability. Second, due to the lack of universal assessment
scales and the dependence on experts’ professional back-
ground and experience or the knowledge of patients history,
the perceptual judgment may involve large intra and inter-
variability. Third, the perceptual analysis is very costly in
time and human resources and cannot be planned regularly.
Nowadays an increasing use of objective measurement-based
analysis as a non-invasive technique for supporting diagnosis
in laryngeal pathology has been observed [8–11]. Objective
measurement-based analysis qualifies and quantifies the
voice pathology by analyzing acoustical, aerodynamic, and
physiological measurements. These measurements may be
directly extracted from patient’s speech utterance using a
simple computer-based system or may require special instru-
ments. Typical techniques, such as fundamental frequency
and jitter estimation should be carefully adapted in order to
take into account the significant variations of fundamental
frequency from cycle to cycle as well as the presence of
subharmonic and aperiodic components in the pathological
voice [12–14]. Very useful insight to the production of
disordered speech could be obtained through simulation
studies [15–17]. Although the objective analysis alleviates
the subjectivity of perceptual judgments, it has certain
limitations as well. First, the objective analysis often relies on
pattern recognition techniques, such as linear discriminant
analysis, correlation estimation, which do depend on the
measurements being analyzed. Second, the objective analysis
is frequently confined to the study of sustained vowels only,
which are not representative of continuous speech [18]. In
the medical literature, agreement between the perceptual
judgments and the findings of objective analysis is generally
sought for [19, 20].
Several techniques for the detection and classification of
voice pathologies by means of acoustic analysis, parametric
and non-parametric feature extraction, and pattern recog-
nition are reviewed in [21]. In all these techniques, first,
descriptive features are extracted from the speech signal.
A number of so-called classical parameters quantify pitch
perturbations (jitter), amplitude perturbations (shimmer)
and estimate the Harmonic to Noise Ratio at diﬀerent
frequency bands and the critical-band energy spectrum by
employing either short-term Discrete Fourier Transform
and cepstral analysis [22–24] or the singularities in the
power spectral density of the vocal cord cover wave (also
referred to as the mucosal wave correlate) [25]. Alternatively,
features stemming from the 1-D bicoherence index derived
by the bispectrum [22] or nonlinear dynamical system
theory, such as statistics of the correlation dimension and the
largest Lyapunov exponent [26], or the return period density
entropy [27] were extracted. Features could also be obtained
by applying the continuous wavelet transform to each speech
frame and averaging neighbor wavelet coeﬃcients on time-
frequency scale [28]. Frequently, feature vectors undergo
dimensionality reduction by applying Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) [29–31] before classification or a subset of
features are selected by applying either a wrapper or a filter.
Next, the features are either clustered in a number of pre-
defined classes, say by a K-means algorithm [30] or are fed
to a classifier, which is designed to solve a two-class pattern
recognition problem. That is, to verify a specific pathology
in a test utterance or to decide whether a test utterance
is pathological or not. Commonly used classifiers resort to
linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [23, 27, 29, 32], nearest
neighbors [24, 26, 29], vector quantization [33] or support
vector machines (SVMs) [28, 31, 34]. It is worth noting that
the detection of voice pathology is closely related to speaker
verification. In particular, pathological class models can be
derived from generic Gaussian mixture models by employing
the maximum a posteriori adaptation technique [35] and
adapting only the means [34]. While a sustained phonation
can be classified as normal or pathological with an accuracy
greater than 90% when speech is recorded in laboratory
conditions [21], telephone quality speech can be classified as
normal or pathological with a much smaller accuracy, that is,
74.15% [23].
In this paper, we are concerned with vocal fold paralysis
and vocal fold edema, which are both associated with com-
munication deficits that aﬀect the perceptual characteristics
of pitch, loudness, quality, intonation, and have similar
symptoms with PD and other neuro-degenerative diseases
[36]. We are interested in detecting male subjects who are
diagnosed with vocal fold paralysis against male subjects
who are diagnosed as normal. Similarly, we would like
to distinguish between female subjects who are diagnosed
with vocal fold edema against female subjects who are
diagnosed as normal. Utterances from the Massachusetts Eye
& Ear Infirmary (MEEI) Voice Disorders Database, which is
distributed by Kay Elemetrics [37], are employed, because
the MEEI database is a benchmark annotated speech corpus.
A review of several voice pathology detection approaches
with the MEEI database can be found in [21]. However, the
majority of these approaches aim at identifying whether an
utterance is pathological or not without addressing which
speech pathology is observed. Although a direct comparison
between these methods is not possible, because diﬀerent data
subsets have been used and diﬀerent performance criteria
have been employed, one can roughly claim that the state
of the art accuracy in detecting whether an utterance is
pathological or not exceeds 98% [38, 39]. In the following,
let us confine ourselves to vocal fold paralysis and edema
detection. The identification of vocal fold paralysis using
the normalized energy across various scaling factors of
the wavelet transform and a multilayer neural network
trained by back-propagation was proposed [40]. For 50
data samples of the MEEI database, an average classification
accuracy of 90% was reported. The performance of Fisher’s
linear classifier, the K-nearest neighbor classifier, and the
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nearest mean one for detecting vocal fold paralysis in male
utterances and vocal fold edema in female utterances was
assessed in [29]. The subjects were called to articulate the
sustained vowel “ah” (/a/). From each recording, two central
frames were selected among the ones that belong to the
most stationary portion of the sustained speech signal as is
proposed in [41, 42]. 14-order linear prediction coeﬃcients
(LPCs) were extracted from each frame. The dimensionality
of the raw feature vector was then reduced to 2 by PCA.
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for the Fisher
linear classifier were demonstrated. It was shown that a
probability of detection close to 85% could be achieved
for a probability of false alarm 10% in the case of vocal
fold paralysis in male utterances, while the probability of
detection for vocal fold edema in female utterances was
found to be approximately 73% at the same probability
of false alarm. The nearest mean classifier was found to
outperform K-nearest neighbor classifiers for K = 1, 2, 3
in both experiments. Two linear classifiers were examined
in [32]. The first one is based on a sample-based optimal
linear classifier design [43], while the second one is based
on the dual-space linear discriminant analysis [44]. Again 14
LPCs were extracted by processing utterances corresponding
to the sustained vowel “ah.” Both the rectangular and the
Hamming window are used to extract the speech frames [45].
The assessment of the classifiers studied in [32] was done by
estimating the probability of false alarm and the probability
of detection using the leave-one-out method. The parametric
classifier was found to be more accurate than the dual space
linear discriminant classifier. In particular, a slightly higher
probability of detection for vocal fold paralysis in men was
measured, that is approximately equal to 90% for probability
of false alarm 10%. The gain in the probability of detection
for vocal fold edema in women was 20% higher than that
achieved by the Fisher linear discriminant in [29]. LPCs,
LPC-derived cepstral coeﬃcients, and mel frequency cepstal
coeﬃcients were extracted for vocal fold edema detection in
[33]. A vector quantizer was trained based on the distance
between the feature vectors. Experiments were conducted
by using 53 normal speakers and another 67, who were
diagnosed with voice pathologies including vocal fold edema.
Only a single operating point was reported, which yields
probability of detection approximately 73% for probability
of false alarm 4% [33]. For the same probability of false
alarm, a probability of detection, which falls between 80.95%
for rectangular window and 90.47% for Hamming window,
was reported in [32].
Two distinct two-class pattern recognition problems are
studied, namely, the detection of male subjects who are
diagnosed with vocal fold paralysis against male subjects who
are diagnosed as normal and the detection of female subjects
who are suﬀering from vocal fold edema against female
subjects who do not suﬀer from any voice pathology. The
rationale for gender-dependent voice pathology detection
is in the inherent diﬀerences of the speech production
system for male and female speakers and the higher accuracy
for speech emotion recognition, speaker indexing, speaker
recognition, and so forth, oﬀered by the gender-dependent
models than the gender-independent ones. The ROC curve
of the linear classifier, that stems from the Bayes classi-
fier when Gaussian class conditional probability density
functions with equal covariance matrices are assumed, is
derived. The optimal operating point of the linear classifier
is specified with and without reject option. The contribution
of this paper is in the assessment of the impact of reject
option in the ROC curve of the linear classifier for the two-
class pattern recognition problems under study. Although
sustained vowels are not representative of continuous speech,
utterances of the sustained vowel “ah” from the MEEI
database are employed here due to their wide use in
medical practice and, primarily, in order to maintain direct
compatibility with previously reported results [29, 32] and
minimal problem complexity, so that we focus on the role of
the reject option. However, first experimental results using
continuous speech utterances are reported for completeness.
A reject region in classifier design was also proposed in [27],
but without demonstrating its impact in the ROC curve.
The motivation behind the introduction of reject option
in classifier design is two-fold: First, when the conditional
error given a feature vector due to the decision rule (also
known as classification risk) is high, the classifier should
postpone making any decision and request rather for expert’s
advice. Second, new classes may appear during the test
phase, which were not present during training or some
classes may be sampled poorly during training leading to
inaccurate class models [46]. The introduction of reject
option in the design of two-class classifiers (also known
as dichotomizers) and its impact on the ROC has recently
attracted the attention of the pattern recognition community
[46–49]. Linear prediction coeﬃcients extracted from the
utterances are used as features. The reject option is shown
to yield statistically significant improvements in the accuracy
of detecting the voice pathologies under study.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes
briefly the Bayes classifier for both minimum error and min-
imum cost classification in a two-class pattern recognition
problem without a reject option and discusses the motivation
behind the adoption of a linear classifier. Section 2.1 defines
the ROC curve and its use to derive the optimal operating
point for a two-class classifier. The introduction of reject
option in a dichotomizer is addressed in Section 3. The
data-set used is presented in Section 4 along with feature
extraction. Experimental results are reported in Section 5
and conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
2. The Bayes and the Linear Classifiers
without Reject Option
Let X denote a sample (i.e., a feature vector). Let the class
Ω1 comprise of samples from healthy subjects and the class
Ω2 comprise of samples from subjects diagnosed with certain
pathologies. The Bayes rule for minimum error assigns X to
the class Ωi having the maximum a posteriori probability
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where pi(X) are the class conditional probability density
functions (pdfs) and Pi are the a priori probabilities of the
classes Ωi, i = 1, 2. The term (X) at the left-hand side of (1)
is known as likelihood and the fraction in the right-hand side
of (1) is called the threshold value of the likelihood ratio for
decision [43]. Frequently, the decision is expressed in terms
of the minus log-likelihood ratio h(X) = − ln (X), which
is known as the discriminant function. Let us assume that
the class conditional pdfs are normal densities with mean
vectors Mi and covariance matrices Σi, i = 1, 2. Then, the
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The minimization of the probability of classification
error treats equally the misclassifications of Ω1- and Ω2-
samples. However, a higher decision cost should be assigned
whenever a patient is misclassified as normal than whenever
a normal subject is misclassified as patient. By introducing
the cost ci j of deciding X ∈ Ωi although X actually belongs








(c21 − c11)P1 . (3)
The comparison of (3) with (1) reveals that only the
threshold has been changed in the right-hand side of the
likelihood ratio test. Clearly, for symmetrical cost function,
that is, c12 − c22 = c21 − c11, the aforementioned likelihood
ratio tests coincide. Hereafter, we will employ a linear
classifier that stems from the quadratic one (2) if equal



















where ̂Mi is the sample mean for Ωi, i = 1, 2, t denotes the
threshold admitting a value in the range of the discriminant
function, and ̂Σ is the gross sample covariance matrix
estimated from the design set without making any distinction
between normal and pathological samples. That is, ̂Σ =
(1/N)
∑N
l=1(Xl − ̂M)(Xl − ̂M)
T
, where Xl, l = 1, 2, . . . ,N
are the feature vectors in the design set of cardinality N
and ̂M is the gross sample mean feature vector. In the
Bayes sense, the linear classifier is optimum only for the
normal distribution with equal covariance matrices [43].
Although, the assumption of equal covariance matrices
might not be plausible in reality, the simplicity of the
classifier compensates for any potential loss in accuracy other
classifiers (e.g., SVMs) might deliver. Indeed, (4) requires
only ̂Σ and ̂Mi, i = 1, 2 to be estimated from the design
set. However, it should be stressed that no linear classifier
performs well, when the distributions are not separated by
the mean-diﬀerence, but are separated by the covariance-
diﬀerence. In the latter case, one has to adopt a more complex
classifier, for example, a quadratic one.
2.1. ROC Curve without Reject Option. The decisions taken
by the linear classifier (4) for all test samples yield the
following measures, which are functions of the threshold t:
(i) true positive rate (TP), also called sensitivity or prob-
ability of detection PD, which is defined as the ratio
between pathological samples correctly classified and
the total number of pathological samples;
(ii) false negative rate (FN), also called probability of miss,
which is defined as the ratio between pathological
samples wrongly classified and the total number of
pathological samples;
(iii) true negative rate (TN), also called specificity, which is
defined as the ratio between normal samples correctly
classified and the total number of normal samples;
(iv) false positive rate (FP) also known as probability
of false alarm PFA, which is defined as the ratio
between normal samples wrongly classified and the
total number of normal samples.
By varying the threshold, we obtain several operating points
of the classifier, which can be represented through the receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curve, which is the plot of PD
(TP) versus PFA (FP) having t as an implicit parameter. The
ROC is always a concave upwards curve [50]. If a single figure
of merit out of a ROC curve is sought, the most commonly
used figure of merit is the area under the ROC curve. An
ideal classifier would have a unit area under the ROC curve.
Besides the visualization of classifier performance, the ROC
curve can be used to select the most appropriate decision
threshold for a particular application [47]. In this case, one
has to resort to the costs ci j , i, j = 1, 2, shown in the upper
two rows in Table 1. Clearly, c12 and c21 are related to a
false negative and a false positive classification, while c11
and c22 refer to the costs of true negative and true positive
classifications. A particular operating point (PFA(t),PD(t)) at
threshold t is associated to the expected cost [47]:
EC(t) = P1(c21 − c11)PFA(t) + P2(c22 − c12)PD(t)
+ P1c11 + P2c12
(5)




c22 − c12 (6)
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Table 1: Costs for voice pathology detection with reject option.
Detector’s decision
Actual diagnosis
Normal (1) Pathological (2)
Normal (1) c11 c12
Pathological (2) c21 c22
Reject cR1 (CRN) cR2 (CRP)
on the (PFA(t),PD(t)) plane. Among these lines the one
touches the ROC curve determines the best operating point,
that is, the threshold that minimizes the expected cost. If
the ROC curve has been obtained by means of a parametric
model, it is a smooth curve and the best operating point
is where the line is tangent to the ROC curve [50]. When
the ROC curve is defined with respect to a finite number
of experimental measurements connected with straight lines,
the optimal operating point can be determined by the point
where a line with slope α touches the ROC curve moving
downwards from the top left corner of the (PFA,PD) plane
[51]. Such point lies on the ROC convex hull. That is, the
smallest convex set containing the points of the ROC curve
[47].
3. Dichotomizers with Reject Option
Given X , the conditional error (or risk) for the Bayes




When r(X) is close to 0.5, decision-making can be postponed
by introducing a reject test. By setting a threshold θ for r(X),
the reject region is defined as [43]












Thus whenever (8) is satisfied, the sample X is rejected.
That is, no decision is taken by the classifier and further
advice is requested by a medical doctor in the context of the
application discussed in the paper. Samples in Ω1 satisfying
h(X) > ln((1 − θ)/θ) + ln(P1/P2) are misclassified (FP).
Similarly, samples in Ω2 satisfying h(X) < − ln((1 − θ)/θ) +
ln(P1/P2) are misclassified (FN). Equation (8) suggests to
modify the linear classifier decision rule (4) by introducing
two thresholds t1 and t2 with t1 ≤ t2 as follows:
X ∈ Ω1(N) if ̂h(X) < t1,
X ∈ Ω2(P) if ̂h(X) > t2,
X is rejected if t1 ≤ ̂h(X) ≤ t2.
(9)
Obviously, (9) suggests that although the probability of
rejection is a fraction of the test samples, the probability of
false alarm and the probability of detection is now a fraction
of the test samples, which are not being rejected. That is,
the denominators in the estimates of the just mentioned
probabilities are now diﬀerent than those without rejection.
In a sample-based approach, we may set t1 = t − ϑ and
t2 = t + ϑ, where t admits values uniformly spaced in the
interval [hmin,hmax] with hmin = minX∈(Ω1∪Ω2){̂h(X)} and
hmax = maxX∈(Ω1∪Ω2){̂h(X)}, while ϑ = γΔt, where Δt is the
step increment of t and γ is a small integer. However, such
a choice does not harm the validity of the analysis following
for generic (asymmetric) thresholds t1 and t2 [47]. Let T the
set of discrete thresholds determined by the just described
procedure for t. One may set t1 ∈ T and t2 ∈ T so that
t2 > t1.
3.1. ROC Curve with Reject Option. When a reject option
is introduced in the classifier design, the costs for rejection
should be inserted in the last row of Table 1. The optimal
values of t and ϑ (or γ) should be determined so that the
following two conflicting requirements are fulfilled, namely
classification error reduction and limited reject region in
order to preserve as many correct classifications as possible.
Following similar lines to [47], it can be shown that the
expected cost associated with the classification (9) is now a
function of two variables and is given by
EC(t, ϑ) = 2(t + ϑ)− 1(t − ϑ) + P2c12 + P1c11, (10)
where
1(t − ϑ) = P2(c12 − cR2)PD(t − ϑ) + P1(c11 − cR1)PFA(t − ϑ),
2(t + ϑ) = P2(c22 − cR2)PD(t − ϑ) + P1(c21 − cR1)PFA(t − ϑ).
(11)
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where the following change of variables has been made t1 =
t − ϑ and t2 = t + ϑ. By adding and subtracting by parts the
two equations in the set (12), we arrive at
P2(c22 − cR2)∂PD(t2)
∂t2














































Figure 1: (a) Experimental ROC curves of the linear classifier tested for vocal fold paralysis detection in men without reject option (dashed
line) and with reject option (solid line). (b) Zoom in the ROC curves.









c12 − cR2 (15)
on the plane of PFA and PD. Equations (14) and (15) are
valid for generic t1 and t2. The set of equations (13) suggests
that the straight lines of slope α1 and α2 should touch the
convex hull of the ROC curve without reject option at two
distinct points having implicit parameters t1 and t2 such
that t1 < t2. Each of these distinct points can be found by
means of a simple search of the edges of the ROC convex
hull derived without the reject option [47]. Having found
t1 and t2, the set of equations t1 = t − ϑ and t2 = t + ϑ is
then solved for t and ϑ. Clearly, the just derived estimates of
t and ϑ are initial ones, because they depend on the convex
hull resolution of the ROC curve without rejection estimated
from the threshold values t ∈ T . The initial estimates of t
and ϑ can be corrected, when the operating point they define
lies inside the convex hull of the ROC curve with rejection.
Since the probability of false alarm and the probability of
detection in the latter ROC curve are fractions of the test
samples, which are not being rejected, the lines of slope α
given by (6) should touch the convex hull of the ROC curve
with rejection at the optimal operating point. The values of
t and ϑ of the aforementioned optimal operating point are
better estimates than the initial ones. If the initial estimates
of t and ϑ define an operating point outside the convex hull
of the ROC curve with rejection, then no further correction
is needed, because such an operating point defines a new
vertex of the convex hull linked by two new edges with the
nearest vertices already included in the available convex hull.
Obviously, the new vertex will be the point where the lines of
slope α touch the updated convex hull.
4. Datasets and Feature Extraction
The MEEI database was released in 1994 [37]. It contains
over 1400 voice signals of approximately 700 subjects. Two
diﬀerent kinds of recordings were collected: the patients
were called to articulate the sustained vowel “ah” (/a/)
and to read the “rainbow passage” in each session. The
database contains recordings of vowel “ah” (53 normal and
657 pathological utterances) and continuous speech (53
normal and 661 pathological utterances). The discussion is
focused on the sustained vowel recordings and first results
on “rainbow passage” recordings will be reported. The
recordings were performed in matching acoustic conditions,
using Kays Computerized Speech Lab. Each subject was
asked to produce a sustained phonation of vowel “ah” at
a comfortable pitch and loudness for at least 3 seconds.
The process was repeated three times for each subject,
and a speech pathologist chose the best sample for the
database. The recordings of the sustained vowel were made
at a sampling rate of 25 KHz for patients and 50 KHz for
the healthy subjects. In the latter case, the sampling rate
was reduced to 25 KHz by down-sampling. The normal
voice recordings are about 5 seconds long, whereas the
pathological ones are about 3 seconds long. The major
asset of the MEEI database is the clinical assessment of the
subjects as well as the availability of subjects’ personal details.
However, there are several drawbacks that are carefully
identified in [21].
Due to the inherent diﬀerences in the speech production
system of male and female subjects, it makes sense to deal
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Figure 2: (a) Convex hull of the experimental ROC curve of the linear classifier without reject option (solid line) with the level lines of slope
α (dashed lines) overlaid. (b) Zoom in (a): the arrow points to the optimal operating point (PFA,PD) = (0.0252, 0.9296).
with disordered speech detection separately for each gender.
Two experiments are conducted. The first experiment con-
cerns vocal fold paralysis detection and the dataset comprises
recordings from 21 males aged 26 to 60 years, who were
medically diagnosed as normal, and another 21 males aged
20 to 75 years, who were medically diagnosed with vocal
fold paralysis. The second experiment concerns vocal fold
edema detection, where 21 females aged 22 to 52 years,
who were medically diagnosed as normal, and another 21
females aged 18 to 57 years, who were medically diagnosed
with vocal fold edema served as subjects. The subjects
might suﬀer from other diseases too, such as hyperfunction,
ventricular compression, atrophy, teflon granuloma, and
so forth. Although a multi-label classification framework
would be more appropriate, we will assume a sort of
tying in this paper by ignoring the other connotations, so
that enough design and test samples are available for our
study. Multi-label classification is left for future research.
However, the linear classifier studied in the paper requires
only the estimation of the class-conditional mean vectors
and the gross dispersion matrix. Accordingly, the number of
adjustable parameters is not high.
As in [29, 32], 14 LPCs are extracted for each speech
frame. The speech frames have a duration of 20 ms and
neighboring frames do not overlap. The rectangular window
is used to extract the speech frames. By varying the number
of LPCs from 14 to 30, we have found that the probability
of correct classification for both voice pathologies does not
improve so much to justify linear prediction analysis of
higher order than the 14th. On the contrary, more LPCs
than 14 are found to frequently deteriorate the probability
of correct classification.
In the first experiment, the sample set consists of 4236
14-dimensional feature vectors (i.e., samples) of which 3171
samples were extracted from normal speech utterances of the
sustained vowel “ah” and the remaining 1065 samples were
extracted from pathological speech uttered by male speakers.
In the second experiment, the sample set consists of 4199
Table 2: Arithmetic values of the costs employed for voice
pathology detection with reject option.
Detector’s decision Actual diagnosis
Normal (1) Pathological (2)
Normal (1) −1 10
Pathological (2) 5 −1
Reject 1 2
14-dimensional feature vectors of which 3096 samples were
extracted from normal speech utterances of the sustained
vowel “ah” and the remaining 1103 samples were extracted
from pathological speech uttered by female speakers. For
each experiment, first experimental results using utterances
of “rainbow passage” are also reported.
5. Experimental Results
The assessment of the linear classifier for detecting vocal
fold paralysis in men and vocal fold edema in women either
with or without reject option is based on the ROC curve.
80% of the samples have been used in classifier design,
and the remaining 20% of the samples has been used for
testing the classifier. The classifier design aims at estimating
the parameters appearing in (4). The costs depicted in
Table 2 have been used in the study of ROC curves. The
negative sign for true positives and true negatives should be
interpreted as a gain. The assignment of a higher cost for false
negatives (misses) than false positives (false alarms) is easily
understood. The costs cR2 (CRP) and cR1 (CRN) are chosen
so that the inequality
c11 − cR1
c12 − cR2 >
c21 − cR1
c22 − cR2 (16)
holds [47]. A design strategy is as follows.
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Figure 4: (a) Zoom in the convex hull of the ROC without reject option (solid line); the level lines of slope α1 (dashed lines) are overlaid.
The arrow points to the optimal operating point (PFA(t2),PD(t2)) = (0.0252, 0.9296). (b) Zoom in the convex hull of the ROC without reject
option (solid line); the level lines of slope α2 (dashed lines) are overlaid. The arrow points to the optimal operating point (PFA(t1),PD(t1)) =
(0.0472, 0.9531).
(1) Choose c22 < cR2 < c12, for example, cR2 = 2.
(2) Let η = (c12−cR2)/(cR2−c22) > 0, for example, η = 1.
(3) Then, cR1 < (c21η + c11)/η + 1, for example, cR1 < 4.5.
In addition, cR1 should be chosen so that the straight lines
of slope α1 and α2 touch the convex hull of the ROC
curve without reject option at two distinct points in order
the reject option to be meaningful. The choice cR1 = 1
satisfies both requirements. However, any other assignment
stemming from the just described strategy could also be used.
5.1. Vocal Fold Paralysis in Men. The experimental ROC
curves of the linear classifier without reject option (4) and
with reject option (9), that were derived by counting classifier
decisions, are shown in Figure 1.
In order to obtain a better insight into the detection,
first the convex hull of the ROC curve without the reject
option is plotted in Figure 2(a). In the same figure, several
parallel level lines PD(t) = α PFA(t) + β(t) are overlaid.
Clearly, one of these lines passes through the ideal operating
point (PFA(t),PD(t)) = (0, 1). The intercept of this line
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Figure 5: Zoom in the ROC convex hulls with reject option (solid
line) and without reject option (dashed line).
is β(t)|{t:PFA(t)=0,PD(t)=1} = 1. Accordingly, to produce the
set of parallel lines one has to uniformly vary β ∈ [0, 1].
The inspection of Figure 2(b) reveals the optimal operating
point (PFA(t),PD(t)) = (0.0252, 0.9296), where the level lines
touch the ROC convex hull. Indeed, the line above that
touching the ROC curve does not determine any feasible
point for the classifier, although it exhibits a lower expected
cost, while the line below intersects the ROC curve in at least
two points, but at a greater expected cost. The easiest method
to identify the optimal point is the visual inspection of the
graph. However, since the vertices of the convex hull have
already been determined, one has to insert the associated
(PFA(t),PD(t)) into (5), sort the vertices in increasing order
of the expected cost, and read the operating point that
yields the minimum expected cost. Alternatively, one may
search the edges of the ROC convex hull as is suggested in
[47]. All these methods have been successfully tested in all
experiments conducted.
The introduction of the reject option in (9) induces the
probability of rejection, which is plotted in Figure 3 as a
function of t1 and t2 when the costs shown in Table 2 are
used. Figure 3(a) depicts the probability of rejection as a
function of t and ϑ. In particular, t ∈ T and 10 equally
spaced values of ϑ ∈ [0, 3Δt] were defined. As expected,
the largest probability of rejection (i.e., 0.1804) occurs for
t = −0.7330 and ϑ = 0.2434 yielding thresholds t1 and t2 in
the middle of their domain T . The probability of rejection
for t1, t2 ∈ T with t2 ≥ t1 is plotted in Figure 3(b). It is seen
that the generic rejection region may yield large probabilities
of rejection leaving very few test samples to be processed
by the classifier. On the contrary, much fewer test samples
should be submitted to a clinician for further screening, if
t1, t2 are set equal to t ± ϑ.
In Figure 4(a), the convex hull of the ROC without
rejection is plotted along with the level lines having slope
α1 given by (14). The points that define the ROC convex
hull are indicated by markers. The level lines touch the


















Figure 6: Zoom in the experimental ROC curves of the linear
classifier applied to vocal fold edema detection in women without
reject option (dashed line) and with reject option (solid line).
(0.0252, 0.9296). The level lines having slope α2 given by (15)
touch the convex hull of the ROC without rejection at the
operating point (PFA(t1),PD(t1)) = (0.0472, 0.953), as can
be seen in Figure 4(b). The implicit thresholds associated
with the two operating points are t1 = −0.2822 and t2 =
−0.1920. Indeed, the reject option is useful in the middle
of the domain of thresholds T . By applying the procedure
described in Section 3.1, the associated probabilities of false
alarm and detection with reject option at the optimal
operating point are found to be 0.01904 and 0.99484. It
is seen that the introduction of rejection has improved
the probability of detection by 6.59% for probability of
false alarm fixed to approximately 2%. The classification
accuracy with reject option at the operating point under
discussion is measured 98.47%, that is 2.13% higher than
that measured without rejection. The confidence interval for








where z1−δ/2 is the standard Gaussian percentile for con-
fidence level 100 (1 − δ)% (e.g., for δ = 0.05, z1−δ/2 =
z0.975=1.967), q is the experimentally measured classification
accuracy, and N is the number of samples. In our case,
for N = 847 and q = 0.96863, (17) yields 0.83%,
which indicates that the just mentioned improvement is
statistically significant at 95% level of significance. If cR1 is
set equal to−1 (i.e., a gain is introduced for rejecting normal
subjects), which is a permissible policy according to the cost
assignment methodology described previously, and all other
costs are left intact, the probability of correct classification at
the best operating point increases to 98.59%, which yields
a statistically significant improvement at the same level of
significance (CI = 0.7954%). At the latter operating point,
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Figure 7: (a) Convex hull of the experimental ROC curve of the linear classifier without reject option (solid line) with the level lines of slope
α (dashed lines) overlaid. (b) Zoom in (a), the arrow points to the optimal operating point (PFA,PD) = (0.0629, 0.7955).
we have PFA = 0.0172 and PD = 0.994709, when the reject
option is enabled.
The superiority of the linear classifier with reject option
is demonstrated in Figure 5, where the convex hull of the
ROC curves with reject option (solid line) and without reject
option (dashed line) are plotted only. It is self-evident that
the area of the convex hull for the ROC with reject option
is greater than that without reject option. The area of the
convex hull is correlated with the area under the ROC that is
frequently used as an objective figure of merit. In particular,
the area under the ROC was measured to 0.9868 without
rejection and 0.9951 with rejection option, when t1 = t − ϑ
and t2 = t + ϑ.
The same procedure has been applied to a set of 5049
test feature vectors extracted from utterances of “rainbow
passage.” At the optimal operating point with respect to the
costs of Table 2 the classifier without reject option yields
PFA = 0.477227 and PD = 0.9358 and its accuracy is 72.93%.
The introduction of the reject option yields at the optimal
operating point PFA = 0.0686 and PD = 0.91875, while the
probability of correct classification increases to 92.45%. It is
seen that the reject option reduces drastically the probability
of false alarm by approximately 40% at the same probability
of detection. Needless to say that the improvement in
classification accuracy is statistically significant.
5.2. Vocal Fold Edema in Women. The experimental ROC
curves of the linear classifier without reject option (4) and
with reject option (9) with the cost assignment shown in
Table 2 were derived by counting classifier decisions are
plotted in Figure 6.
The convex hull of the ROC curve without reject option
is plotted in Figure 7. In the same figure, a set of parallel level
lines having slope given by (6) is overlaid and the points that
define the ROC convex hull are indicated by markers. If the
costs shown in Table 2 are employed, the minimum expected
cost is found for the threshold that yields the operating
point (PFA(t),PD(t)) = (0.0629, 0.7955), where the level lines
touch the ROC convex hull.
The introduction of the reject option in (9) induces the
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Figure 8: Probability of rejection as a function of (t1, t2) for vocal
fold edema detection.
function of t and ϑ. 100 equally spaced values in the range
[hmin,hmax] were taken for t and 10 equally spaced values
of ϑ ∈ [0, 3Δt] were defined as previously in vocal fold
paralysis. As expected, the larger probability of rejection
occurs in the middle of the domain of t ± ϑ.
In Figure 9(a), the convex hull of the ROC without
rejection is plotted along with the level lines having slope
α1 given by (14). The points that define the ROC convex
hull are indicated by markers. The level lines touch the
ROC convex hull at the operating point (PFA(t2),PD(t2)) =
(0.0177, 0.7227). The level lines of slope α2 given by (15)
touch the convex hull of the ROC without rejection at
the operating point (PFA(t1),PD(t1)) = (0.1322, 0.8590),
as is demonstrated in Figure 9(b). These operating points
correspond to t1 = −0.2643 and t2 = 0.2937. By applying the
procedure described in Section 3.1, the associated probabili-
ties of false alarm and detection with reject option are found
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Figure 9: (a) Zoom in the convex hull of the ROC without reject option (solid line); The level lines of slope α1 (dashed lines) are overlaid.
The arrow points to the optimal operating point (PFA(t2),PD(t2)) = (0.0177, 0.7227). (b) Zoom in the convex hull of the ROC without reject
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Figure 10: Zoom in the ROC convex hulls with reject option (solid
line) and without reject option (dashed line).
to be 0.02003 and 0.836842, respectively. The classification
accuracy with reject option at the best operating point, when
the costs of Table 2 are used, is measured 94.316%. That is,
4.316% higher than that measured without rejection. The
confidence interval for the classification accuracy predicted
by (17) for N = 840 and q = 0.94316 is 1.57%, which
indicates that the just mentioned improvement of 4.316%
is statistically significant at 95% level of significance. By
fixing the probability of detection to 83.64%, the reject
option is found to reduce the probability of false alarm by
9.12%.
The superiority of the linear classifier with reject option
is demonstrated in Figure 10, where the convex hull of the
ROC curves with reject option (solid line) and without reject
option (dashed line) are plotted only. It is self-evident that
the area of the convex hull for the ROC with reject option
is greater than that without reject option. In particular, the
area under the ROC increases from 0.9458 to 0.96 with the
introduction of the reject option.
The same procedure has been applied to a set of 3365
test feature vectors extracted from utterances of “rainbow
passage.” At the optimal operating point with respect to the
costs of Table 2 the classifier without reject option yields
PFA = 0.5965 and PD = 0.8959 and its probability of correct
classification is 64.96%. The introduction of the reject option
yields at the optimal operating point PFA = 0.5228 and
PD = 0.8853, while the accuracy increases to 68.8%. It
is seen that the reject option reduces the probability of
false alarm by approximately 7.3% at the same probability
of detection. The improvement of 3.9% in classification
accuracy is statistically significant at 95% level of significance
(CI = 1.57%).
6. Conclusions
The reject option has been shown to improve the accuracy of
a linear classifier in detecting vocal fold paralysis for male
patients as well as detecting vocal fold edema for female
ones than that obtained without reject option. Moreover, the
reported improvements are shown to be statistically signifi-
cant at 95% confidence level. In addition, the linear classifier
with reject option outperforms the previously employed
classifiers in [29, 32] to detect the aforementioned voice
pathologies under exactly the same experimental protocol.
Future research will address the introduction of reject option
in the design of the Bayes classifier, when Gaussian mixture
models approximate the class conditional probability density
functions of the linear prediction coeﬃcients extracted from
continuous speech.
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